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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Lots of religious and spiritual programs in various forms are taking place within Correctional 

Services all over the world. It has always been part of the history, the role and influence has shifted 

over time though. Many politicians and Correctional Officials see religious programs as the answer 

to recidivism, especially in the United States where the programs are widely spread (Clear, 

Hardyman, Stout, Lucken & Dammer, 2000; O´Connor & Perreyclear, 2002; Levenskog, 1997). 

This study is taking place in Sweden, one of the most secularized countries in the world. In 2001 a 

monastery were set up for long-time imprisoned within the walls of the high security prison in 

Kumla. This was remarkable for a country like Sweden and attracted much media attention. The 

skepticism was huge, also among the prison staff. The monastery started out as a small project 

funded by the Christian Council of Sweden (CCS), but is today a well-known concept within 

correctional services. The concept behind the monastery is based on Ignatius of Loyola − the 

founder of Jesuitordern − and his spiritual exercisers, dated as far back as the sixteenth century. The 

monastery at the prison in Kumla is the focus of this research.  

 

The vision of the Swedish Correctional and Probation Services is summed up in the motto:”Better 

Out!” 

 

”The Swedish Prison and Probation Service inspires Public Confidence by its efforts to prevent re-

offending and to protect the community, thus contributing to a safer society. After completing a 

treatment program, offenders in the charge of the Prison and probation Service are better prepared 

for a life free of crime and addiction. Our work offers offenders an opportunity to make constructive 

changes in their life style. We are active in promoting operational developments within the Prison 

and Probation Service” (Kriminalvården, 2007. p.4.).  

 

The Swedish Correctional and Probation Services have a difficult task; recidivism is a huge 

unsolved problem all over the world. Whether religious and spiritual programs help prisoners and 

former prisoners to choose a new path in life without criminal activity is controversial. Therefore it 

is important to investigate how the retreat at the monastery impact prisoners in different areas of 

their lives and see if it actually contributes to the motto:”Better out”. 
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1.1 Background for the Research 

Despite the widespread practice of religion in prison, little research has been done on whether 

religious practice actually contributes to the rehabilitation of prisoners. International studies have 

shown various results when looking at religion in connection with crime (Baier & Wright, 2001). 

Few studies have looked directly at the relationship of religion and adult offender rehabilitation 

(Fernander, Wilson, Staton & Leukefeld, 2005; O´Connor & Perreyclear, 2002; Pettersson, 1991). 

The studies that are made on religion and adult rehabilitation show some evidence of significant 

relationship between religious involvement and rehabilitation, but the methodology is weak in most 

of the research conducted (Ellis, 1985; Knudten & Knudten, 1971; O´Connor & Perreyclear, 2002). 

Most studies that look at this relationship, look at the in-prison infractions or recividism as the 

measure of rehabilitation (O`Connor & Perreyclear, 2002; Thomas & Zaitzow, 2006). There is also 

a lack of theories explaining the impact of religion upon crime (Camp, Daggett, Kwon, Klein-

Saffran, 2008). 

 

Sweden is one of the most secularized countries in the world, and practice within the field of 

criminality and religion is scarce, studies within the field are therefore limited. There are two small 

studies made at the monastery in Kumla. Högerås (2004) has conducted a qualitative (n=8) study 

with a psychodynamic basis where she looked at long time imprisoned men’s concepts of God. The 

result showed that the participants had learnt trusting themselves and others as a result of 

participating in the program at the monastery. Nordström (2007) made a study from a sociological 

perspective where his aim was to compare different roles and attitudes among the inmates, but also 

describe the outcome of the retreat on an individual base. The inmates showed a positive change in 

their attitudes toward themselves and surrounding environment after they had attended a longer 

retreat. It was a problem to maintain the positive attitude in their everyday life though, after the 

retreat was completed.  

 

1.2 Aim of the Study 

The aim of this study is to investigate how attendance in spiritual retreat affects male prisoners 

coping strategies in everyday life. 
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1.3 Research Questions 

- How has attendance in spiritual retreat helped prisoners to cope and find meaningfulness in their 

   daily life? Such as: meaning with incarceration, emotions, view towards the offence, negative and 

   important experiences.  

- How has attendance in spiritual retreat influenced prisoner’s relationships?  

- How has attendance in spiritual retreat affected prisoner´s vision of the future and direction of 

   life? 

1.4 Defining Terms: 

The participants in this study are prisoners still serving their sentence in prison and those who have 

been released. They have participated in a 30-days retreat at the monastery in Kumla. Through out 

this study the participants will be referred to as prisoners.  

 

Social scientists and criminologists have not been able to agree on a definition of religion and 

spirituality, therefore it is difficult to conduct a research within the field (Clear & Sumter, 2002; 

Fernander et al. 2005). A definition from the Oxford english dictionary has been used in this study 

to be able to distinguish between the two:  

 

Religion: Belief in or acknowledgement of some superhuman power or powers (esp. a God or 

Gods) which is typically manifested in obedience, reverence, and worship; such a belief as part of a 

system defining a code of living.  

 

Spirituality: The quality or condition of being spiritual; attachment to or regard for things of the 

spirit as opposed to material or worldly interests.  

 

The monastery is built on the concepts from Ignatius of Loyolas spiritual exercises. Even though he 

is a leader within the Christian mysticism, the monastery retreats are defined as spiritual and not 

Christian. The spiritual exercises are only used as a tool according to Truls Bernold, the Founder of 

the monastery. 
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1.5 Disposition 

Chapter 2 presents information about the context of the study: The Correctional Services, The 

monastery in Kumla, Ignatius of Loyola and a summary from a field visit to the monastery. 

Following chapter (3) presents previous research within the field which is used as a theoretical 

framework in this study. The methological framework is being presented in chapter 4 and result and 

analysis follows in chapter 5. The final discussion is being presented in the last chapter (6).  
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2 CONTEXT OF THE RESEARCH 

 

The Swedish Correctional Services and the monastery will be presented next, as well as a brief 

summary of the concept behind the monastery; Ignaitus of Loyola and the spiritual exercises. Lastly 

a summary from the field visit to the monastery will be presented.  

 

2.1 Correctional Services 

The Correctional Services headquarter is located in Norrköping. The National prison and 

Correctional Services (NPPS) in Sweden have 54 prisons with a capacity of 5200 inmates and 31 

remand centers with a capacity for 1900 people. The prisons are classified in different safety levels 

with the combination from A til E. Kumla is classified with the highest security level-A. An open 

prison is classified with an E. The security levels are based on risk analysis for the clients, so they 

are being placed in the right prison (Sveriges Kristna Råd [SKR], 2009; Kriminalvården, 2010). 

 

The number of lifetime sentenced has increased dramatically the last years in Sweden, mostly 

because of changes in the law. In the beginning of 1990 there were 25 lifetime-sentenced prisoners; 

in 2007 it was 175 prisoners. The longtime sentenced prisoners-with sentences four years or longer- 

are offered short and long retreats at the monastery (SKR, 2009).  

 

2.2 Spiritual Care within Correctional Services 

Even though people on remand or in prison have been deprived of their freedom, they still have the 

right to practice their religion. According to chapter 2 § 1, 6 of the Swedish Constitution on basic 

freedom and rights it says:  

 

“Each citizen is guaranteed: Freedom of religion; freedom to practice his religion alone and 

together with others.” This cannot be limited by any other law according to the constitution chapter 

2 § 12” (SKR, 2009, p.12).  

 

Within the Swedish Prison and Probation Service there are about 140 priests, pastors and deacons 

and deaconesses working. They are part of the Commission for Spiritual Welfare (CSW)- network. 

Their main task is to meet the inmate´s needs of private conversation, arrange group meetings and 

church services, and provide education and guidance in ethical and existential issues. The CSW-
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network is under the supervision of the Christian Council of Sweden (CCS) and a CSW- consultant 

(SKR, 2009). CCS coordinates the work at the prisons on a national level. They are represented by 

the Catholic Church, Orthodox Church, the Lutheran and the Free churches. The Muslim Council of 

Sweden (MCS) is responsible for the welfare of Muslims at prisons and remand centers (Skogar & 

Bernold, 2010). The monastery in Kumla is part of the Spiritual Care within the Correctional 

Services. 

 

2.3 Ignatius of Loyola 

Ignatius of Loyola was born in Spain 1491 and the family property where he grew up was called 

Loyola. He was educated and raised at the Royal Spanish Court and had a career within the military. 

He is described as an ambitious young man with a firing temper who often put him in problems. He 

used most of his time on women and gambling. In 1521 one of his legs was badly injured and he 

was many times close to death because of this injury (Ignatius, 1960; Kilström & Rooth, 1979). 

During this time he read books about Saints and Jesus, the only books available. Through the 

reading he underwent a spiritual conversion. When he started to think about his former life at the 

court in the castle and the heroic deeds he had accomplished − as he had enjoyed at the time − he 

felt bad about it. He realized a great difference when he read the books about the life of the saints 

and their deeds, the message in the books made him happy and satisfied. He was inspired by the 

saints and wanted to do something out of the love for God. If they could do it he could do it as well 

(Loyola, 1981; Ocallaghan & Olin, 1992). He started to write the book: Spiritual exercises. Today it 

is seen as a classical book within the Christian mysticism (Loyola, 1960). A group gathered around 

Ignatius and they were called:”Societe Jesus”, later called Jesuitordern (Loyola, 1981).  

 

2.4 The Monastery in Kumla 

 

2.4.1 Background 

In the year of 2000 The Christian Council of Sweden (CCS) sent a request to the prison in Kumla to 

open a monastery within the prison walls, CCS said they could offer a retreat leader. The prison 

management was positive and the Chief of Security at the Kumla prison, Leif Nilsberth, became 

responsible for the project. There was a great skepticism among the prison staff when it was 

launched, not many thought the program was possible to carry through. The program went beyond 

all expectations and the prisoners continued the retreats in silence. Truls Bernhold held the first 
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retreat in 2001 and has been the Retreat Leader since than. He retired in 2010 though; and the 

person in charge at present is Boel-Marie Lennartsdotter. The Monastery program was an 

alternative treatment program in 2001, sponsored by the Christian Council of Sweden. Since 2006 it 

is taken care of by the Correctional Services (Carlsson, 2010; Skogar & Bernhold, 2010). Truls 

Bernhold got the inspiration to do this monastery program from a 30-days retreat in England. He 

visited Jesuitorden where Ignatius of Loyolas (1491−1556) spiritual exercises have been practiced 

over four hundred years. Inmates has to attend a short retreat before consider participation in the 30-

days retreat, this to experience the silence and the environment of the monastery. The inmates that 

are interested in the longer retreat have a serious talk with the retreat leader, to make sure there is 

enough motivation and seriousness behind the participation. It is only prisoners with a sentence four 

years or longer that are able to participate. They have all participated in short (2−3 days) retreats 

before (Carlsson, 2010).  

 

2.4.2 Retreat at the Monastery 

Except for the participants (7 inmates) there are only the Retreat Leader and two other people 

present during the 30-days retreat. The two people are the Monastery Host and the 

Retreatleaderassistant. The Host is a prisoner who has participated in the long retreat before and he 

is helping the new inmates adjusting to the environment. His duties are also to do the cooking and 

cleaning. The Assistant is a lady who assists the Retreat Leader; she can leave the monastery in the 

evening and take care of practical things. The Retreat Leader is present 24 hours a day at the 

monastery during the retreats (Carlsson, 2010).  

 

A diploma from one of the particpants, describes a retreat at the monastery: In a monastic 

environment of seclusion and silence; absent from literature, TV and radio, the participants gets the 

opportunity − without any external influences − with the tools of spiritual exercises and personal 

guidance, to achieve a greater awareness of him and who he is. Personal involvement in texts from 

the Bible makes the person interact with the characters in the story and him. Except from an 

individual dialogue with the Retreat Leader five days per week (a´one hour), there is complete 

silence. The dialogue is based on the personal reactions to the interaction with the texts in the Bible. 

Deep meditation is a tool that is used while contemplating over the texts in the Bible. Exercises 

from the Retreat Leader are also being handed out during the time of the retreat and group sermons 

are taking place every day, lead by the Retreat Leader. Rituals and symbolic acts are other tools that 

are being used to emphasize the core message (Appendix 2). 
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2.4.3 Themes During a 30-days Retreat 

The 30-day retreat is divided into four weeks with different themes:  

 

- The first week focuses on Gods creating love and our desire and sin.  

- Second week is looking at the life of Jesus.  

- The third week looks at the suffering and death of Jesus.  

- The last week looks at the resurrection of Jesus.  

 

Everyday is planned in detail. The first week focuses on the positive potential of the human being; 

by focusing on Gods creating love in the universe. When the true relationship with the creator and 

the created is being revealed, it becomes obvious what is actually hindering the relationship; our sin 

and desire. The forgiving love and its conciliatory drawing force is also part of the first week. The 

second week is looking at a good example to live life, the life of Jesus. The third week studies the 

evil and also the suffering and death of Jesus. The last week looks at the victorious resurrection of 

Jesus and its renewing hope. (Appendix 2; Ignatius, 1960). The spiritual exercises are made with 

four different tools; Examine its Conscience, Meditation, Contemplation and Prayer- loud or quiet 

(Ignaitus, 1960).  

 

The purpose with the retreats in Kumla is not for the inmates to meet God. The goal is that they 

need to find themselves. God might find them on the way explains Truls Bernhold (Carlsson, 2010). 

The exercises have inspired many people through the years to live a life as a disciple of Jesus. The 

spiritual retreats are open to anyone despite of belief and cultural background. Atheists, Buddhists 

and Muslims have through the years attended the retreats. 

2.4.4 Present and Future Development 

113 prisoners have carried through a 30-days retreat at the monastery in Kumla since the start in 

2001 until December 2010. 426 have attended the short retreat. During a year there are about 23 

different retreats, with approximately 161 retreat participants. Two 30-days retreats are taking place 

every year (Appendix 1). 

The monastery project is developing, today there are three departments at the prison in Skänninge 

(Security level E) connected to the monastery in Kumla. Inmates who have attended a 30-days 

retreat can apply to serve the rest of their sentence at the prison in Skänninge. There is also a 10-

days retreat for women in the prison of Kumla and other forms of retreats (Carlsson, 2010). 
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2.4.5 Field Visit to the Monastery at the Prison in Kumla 

The visit took place on the 13
th

 of December 2010, and a Prison Officer (P.O) located at the 

monastery guided the visit. Undersigned was escorted through a 250 meter long corridor in the 

basement of the prison in Kumla. After 10 minutes walk we entered the monastery. It was a small 

corridor with small rooms on each side of the hallway. The cells were simply furnished and a room 

for silence was connected to the private cells. A red lamp next to the door to the silent room showed 

that the room was occupied. There were a kitchen suiting the group size and a room for group 

gatherings. The monastery was smaller than expected and very simple. The P.O explained that the 

monastery is not a religious program, it is spiritually independent. The Retreat Leaders at the 

monastery does Christian retreats on the outside where they use characters and stories from the 

Bible, therefore many believes it is a Christian program. The participants who apply to the 

monastery often have a spiritual curiosity that attracts them to the retreat program. The P.O is 

present during the whole retreat and he meets the participants all through the retreat. The P.O can 

many times see a huge change on the participants. They become more honest, they dare to be 

themselves and they look relieved in the end of a long retreat. 

Undersigned read following texts on posters in the hallway: ”The longest journey is the journey 

inward”, by Dag Hammarsköld. Another poster said: ”God give me peace of mind to accept what I 

can not change, Courage to change what I can, and wisdom to know the difference”. 

The visit to the monastery was important for undersigned before conducting the interviews, to be 

able to understand the participant’s explanations of the monastery during the interviews. The visit 

also increased a curiosity to do the interviews. The monastery looked very plain and simple, and 

undersigned questioned if anyone could experience anything interesting in this environment. It 

would be very interesting to find out if the participants found the monastery to be a positive or 

negative experience, and also how it has affected them.  
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3  PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

In this chapter, a theoretical framework will be presented; previous research looking at the religious 

and spiritual affect on adult prisoners. 

 

3.1 Extrinsic/Intrinsic Orientation 

Clear et al. (2000) have made a qualitative and ethnographic study at various prisons in the U.S. 

They studied the meaning of religion using the concept of Gordon Allport: Intrinsic and Extrinsic 

orientation: to explain why prisoners are being involved in religion. Interviews were conducted 

individually and in groups and the observation was made during a period of ten months. Daily 

religious activity was observed at one specific prison. 

 

Gordon Allport´s Intrinsic reason are when motives of life are being defined by religious values, 

such as dealing with guilt, shame or loss for example. Religion is important for internal reasons, to 

be able to live a good life. Research has shown that religion can be an important factor when 

dealing with guilt, shame or loss, religion many times opens up the door to receive forgiveness and 

atonement. This can help to reestablish a personal self-worth (Clear et al. 2000; Clear, Stout, 

Dammer, Kelly, Hardyman & Shapiro, 1992). Religion provides ways to admit guilt and makes a 

new door open to a new and better life. Another central intrinsic motivation as most religious 

prisoner explains it, is that religion gives peace and freedom in the mind. This is not possible to 

measure, because of the subjective experience. Nonreligious participants also mentioned peace 

within, but not as frequent (Clear et al. 2000). 

 

A qualitative study made by Jensen & Gibbons (2002) showed a causal relationship between 

religious beliefs and emotions of shame. 10 out of 20 participants answered that they do not re-

offend because of religion and shame. The study clearly showed that a combination of the two 

variables did not make the participants commit a new crime or have the parole revoked. There are 

many factors connected to a crime free lifestyle. A combination of employment, life changes/crises, 

treatment programs, religiosity and personal feelings should also be taken into consideration. 

 

Extrinsic reasons is when religion is used for extern benefits, such as helping the prisoner to have 

material comfort or access to people outside the prison, often heterosexual contacts (Allport, 1960; 
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Clear et al. 2000). A study made by Clear et al. (2000) shows that prisoners trying to avoid trouble 

often show up at religious gatherings. They meet prisoners at the gatherings with the same attitude, 

and know they will be protected. Another reason to attend religious gatherings is to get free coffee 

and cake. Within the prison walls the prisoners only have their daily basic needs, to have something 

extra is of great value to the prisoner, the left over’s could even be taken back to the cells 

sometimes. When attending religious gatherings the prisoners could also get in contact with people 

from the ”outside”, especially women. The contacts could also be used for personal gain, 

exploitation of the volunteers happens. It does not happen often, but when it happens the stories 

becomes legends. Women falling in love with prisoners are very common. There are many 

weddings inside prisons. The prisoners of course also long for social support and friendship, a 

friend from another unit in the prison might come to the gathering so they get the opportunity to 

talk. In prison a friend is someone you stand with in case of trouble. Being a friend means being 

involved in their businesses. This is why some prisoners chose to cut off their contacts within the 

prison environment, and the outsiders become a very important social network.  

 

 

3.2 Coping Strategies 

Negative emotions, Meaningfulness with incarceration and handling conflicts 

 

Clear et al. (2000) has evaluated the importance and meaning of religion within the prison 

institution. Various individual and group Interviews showed the importance of religion to prevent 

devaluation and strategies for coping. The religion also helped the inmates to find a meaning while 

serving their sentence. The prisoners also explained that their belief in an active God in their lives 

helped them cope with their daily pressure in prison. They believed that anything that happens in 

their lives is an act of God and they try to listen to the voice of God in daily decisions. The answer 

was more common among Christians, but could also be heard among Muslims. One of the most 

common explanations for having religion in their lives was enabling them to have peace within. The 

reason for this was their new life with God. He worked in their lives and whatever happened to 

them was the will of God. Some prisoners did not see the prison anymore; they just saw the walk 

with God. Clear et al. (1992) evaluated religion as helping inmates to adjust in prison. They studied 

769 men in 20 prisons in the United States. The result showed a relationship between religion and a 

reduced number of infractions at some of the prisons, but not all. Therefore the result showed that 

the context was of importance when studying religion and infractions. Religion was also connected 
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to adjustment, but this relationship was less clear since it was connected to depression. Byron, 

Johnson, Larson & Pitts (1997) also made a research about how religious programs impacts 

recidivism and adjustment among adult male prisoners. They compared two groups; inmates 

involved in religious programs and others with no involvement. The result showed no difference 

between the two groups. The more active they were in Bible studies though, the less likely they 

were to recidivism. A study made by O´Connor and Perreyclear (2002) in the United States also 

showed that infractions decreased when religious involvement increased.  

 

Kerley & Copes (2008) made interviews with inmates who had undergone a religious conversion. 

The study looked at how these inmates kept them inspired and focused. The prisoners explained it 

as religion gave them hope and a new chance to do life the right way. Since the daily life in prison 

is very stressful, because of threats and poor living conditions, the religion helped them manage 

their negative emotions. The result also showed the importance to connect with positive others, 

sharing their personal story and also reflecting on daily choices. Associating with the right people 

was important to be able to make good decisions in a stressful environment. 

 

Research looking at change in people’s behavior is possible, whether the person has repented on the 

inside is more problematic to observe. If the person behaves well, people assume the person has 

been rehabilitated, but it might not be the case. This is a problem to be aware of in research of this 

kind (Byron et al. 1997). 

 

3.3 Relationships 

According to the social attachment theory, the more attached a person is to major social institutions 

(family, education, work, politics and religion) the less likely that person is to commit crime 

(O´Connor & Perreyclear, 2002). Research within the field of religion, relationships and adult 

offenders is not that common, but the research found will be summarized next. 

In a study made by Kerley & Copes (2008) interviews were made with inmates who had 

experienced a religious conversion. Many prisoners in the research could see a huge positive change 

in their relationships towards their loved ones. One inmate reconnected with his wife again. To be 

able to hold on to their new faith the prisoners relied on various social support to keep their mind 

right and stay away from crime. The participants found it important to associate with people who 

influence them in the right direction, they mention avoiding people who causes or seeks trouble. 

The inmates realize that nothing good comes by spending time with the troublemakers. Instead the 
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religious prisoners chose to surround themselves with religious others, but they emphasize the 

importance to have positive relationships both within and outside prison. Group religious practice 

such as regular chapel services, group prayer et cetera was crucial to help the prisoners keep their 

minds right. The importance of having both formal and informal meetings was emphasized by the 

prisoners, but the personal faith was the most important. The prisoners were aware of the 

incarceration, deprivation, inconsistent rules, violence, drugs et cetera within the prison walls. Their 

faith helped them to deal with negative experiences within the prison environment and gave them 

motivation to create a new self-image. The religion constructed a new identity and helped them to 

see that their prior acts not showed them a true reflection of who they are. The participants also 

emphasized the importance to have quiet time to reflect about life and choices in life. 

O´Connor & Perreyclear (2002) made a quantitative research with adult male imprisoned. The 

result showed that the inmates need to be involved in the religious activities to a certain level to be 

able to see a change in behavior. One inmate explains it as: “Before [prison], it was all me. Now I 

know life is also about relationships. I have to think of others and God. If you’re serious about God, 

you have to take on the nature of God, and God cares about other people too.”(O´Connor & 

Perreyclear, 2002, p.19). The inmate shows that the religious conversion has changed him within, 

and because of that also his relationship to people around him. 

 

3.4 To Find a New Way of Life and the Future 

Studies have shown that religion plays an important role for offenders and ex-offenders to find a 

new path in life without crime (Clear et al. 1992; 2000; Jensen & Gibbons, 2001). Religion 

motivates the offenders/ex-offenders to live a good and productive life. One inmate explains in a 

qualitative study by Clear et al. (2000) that the faith has changed him. He wanted to find a new 

concept of living and the religion helped him to do that. The religion can be a total replacement, 

where a deeply committed religious lifestyle takes over a criminal lifestyle. The prisoner who looks 

for a new alternative of living can for example find it in the Bible. One inmate explains it:”Religion 

is a guide not to get out of hand; it gives you a straight path (Clear et al. 2000, p.60). A qualitative 

study made by Jensen & Gibbons (2002) found that religion had a prominent role for the ex-

prisoners that were interviewed. The participants had served four years or more in prison. The 

religion helped them adjust to the community and live a productive life after release. This in 

combination with emotions of shame made the ex-prisoners not to re-offend. Emotions of shame 

were connected to feelings against family and friends for what they had done. 
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Interviews made in a study by Kerley & Copes (2008), showed that inmates who had experienced 

religious converts − mostly Christian − expressed the need for quiet time to read the Bible and pray 

after the conversion This was very important to them and involved more than a simple ritual, it gave 

them emotional support, peace and contentment within. The time alone helped the inmates to 

recharge their battery and calm them down. According to previous research made by Maruna, 

Wilson & Curran, (referred to by Kerley & Copes, 2009) religion can help prisoners to renew their 

sense of personal identity by forgiveness. The religion therefore gives them hope and new vision for 

the future.  

 

Sumter (1999) studied religious and non-religious offenders at various prisons in United States. The 

result showed that the more involved and motivated the offenders were in the religious programs 

and the more they believed in a God, less likely they were to reoffend. The same result is presented 

in a study made by Pettersson (1991). The ones who attend church seem to commit fewer crimes. 

Byron et al. (1997) also studied offenders who participated in religious programs and their result 

showed on the other hand little evidence that participation reduced crime. But the inmates who were 

active in Bible studies were less likely to be re-arrested after release, during the period of the study. 

The results vary, but there seems to be a connection between level of religious involvement and 

amount of crime.  

 

There is no research to be found on adult prisoner’s perception of their crime and changes in 

connection with religion. 

 

3.5 Summary 

Intrinsic reasons for being involved in religion can be dealing with guilt, loss and forgiveness, 

which can give hope and a new vision for the future. The consequence could also be that they 

reestablish self-worth. Religion can also give freedom and peace in mind. Extrinsic reasons to be in 

involved in religious activities could be getting material comfort and access to people outside 

prison. 

In previous research religion has showed to be a motivating factor to live a good life. It can be seen 

as a new concept to live life, which can replace the previous criminal lifestyle. Research shows that 

the more involved the prisoners are in religious activity, less likely they are to reoffend. Religion in 

connection with shame also motivated offenders to live a crime free life. 
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Religion can be of help in strategies for coping in the daily life. Some prisoners explain that it 

helped them to find a meaning while serving the sentence and helped them to handle negative 

emotions. Adjustment within the prison in connection with religion is less clear since it is connected 

to depression. Research concerning religion and infractions shows various results. Some studies 

shows dependency on the context and some shows that the more active they are in religious 

activities, less likely they are to be involved in conflicts. 

Prisoners who have undergone a religious conversion can see changes in their way of handling 

relationships. Firstly, they choose to surround themselves with positive others such as formal and 

informal meetings with religious others. Secondly, they experienced a new self- image through their 

conversion which influences their relationships. Lastly, they find it important to have quiet time 

with them. 

As mentioned before there are not many studies made within the area of adult prisoners and 

religion, therefore an explorative study has been chosen. This to be able to study the prisoner’s 

experiences and implications of the retreat in the monastery. Previous research will be used as the 

framework for further analysis. A qualitative case study was chosen since the aim of this study is to 

investigate the prisoner’s experiences and implications of the 30-days spiritual retreat at the 

monastery in Kumla.  

 

Only quantitative data would not be sufficient since personal experiences are being studied. 

Personal experiences is not possible to generalize therefore individual interviews were made. This 

study is focusing on various areas of the prisoner’s lives − after attending a 30-days retreat − 

looking for changes in their lives. This focus can not be found in previous studies made. 
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4 METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

The idea of doing a research within a prison setting connected to religion was a wish from 

undersigned early in the process of writing this thesis. Whether it was supposed to be in South 

Africa or Sweden was not clear. South Africa often combines religion and rehabilitation of 

offenders, therefore the country was of interest for a research. Contacts were taken with prisons in 

South Africa, but plans took its turns. By coincidence a Professor at Mid Sweden University asked 

undersigned to contact a student who could not attend classes during a course. The student turned 

out to be serving a sentence at a prison somewhere in Sweden. Surprisingly this student had been to 

the monastery in Kumla and had attended a 30-days retreat. With the help of this student this 

research was made possible. 

4.1 Population and Sample 

The population in this study was all the male prisoners and released prisoners who had participated 

in a 30-days retreat at the monastery in the prison of Kumla. According to statistics from the 

monastery a number of 113 prisoners have carried through a 30-days retreat from the opening in 

2001, until December 2010 (Personal Communication, 24 Mars, 2011). 

 

The number of participants in this research was not possible to influence since the researcher were 

dependent on gatekeepers. However a sufficient number of participants took part of the research 

and a saturation of information could be found in the interviews. Since both imprisoned and 

released prisoners took part of the interviews, a wider range of the population was assured. There 

are two criteria’s for a relevant number of participants in a qualitative research; sufficiency and 

saturation of information. The number of participants should be sufficient for the population in wide 

and range and there should be a saturation of information. When the same information appears from 

the participants, the information is saturated (Kvale, 2007; Strydom, Fouche & Delport, 2002). 

 

A number of five prisoners were voluntarily participating in this study. They were contacted 

through non-probability-snowball sampling because of the difficulty in contacting prisoners. The 

student who was contacted through a professor at Mid Sweden University said he could gladly 

participate in this study. He could also ask other prisoners if they would like to participate. 

Undersigned gladly accepted this favor since there was no one to help at the monastery in Kumla. 

Former Retreat Leader and Founder of the monastery; Truls Bernhold was also contacted. 
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Gatekeepers can either open or close doors for a research of this kind. Truls Bernhold sent requests 

to released prisoners who had participated in a 30-days retreat. In this way they could chose to 

participate by responding to the request. They would therefore be anonymous until they chose to 

participate. When undersigned arrived to one of the interviews at a prison, the staff asked if another 

prisoner could participate in the interview instead of the one planned. This was probably made out 

of security reasons, since two of the prisoners were suggested to participate by another prisoner. 

 

4.2 The Participants 

The participants (n=5) in the research are men from their mid thirties up to mid sixties. Two 

participants are released from prison and three are still serving their sentence in prison during the 

time of the interviews. The offences convicted for are: murder (3), assault (1) and drug offence (1). 

One admitted serious drug/alcohol addiction as a contributor to the criminal behavior. The 

sentences vary between five years and life time. They all come from various social backgrounds. 

The participants will now shortly be presented: 

 

Robert is convicted for murder. He has never been convicted for any crime offence before and he is 

the first in his family. He has a supporting family who never has been involved in anything 

spiritual; they have only made visits to the church at special occasions. ”Spirituality did not have a 

significant place in my life” [before the incarceration] explains Robert. He started to attend 

Christian gatherings because he wanted to talk to women there. He was not in harmony with 

himself at the prison that is why he applied to the monastery. He needed a place to rest and have 

time to think about his life. A change in his life was needed. At the time of the interview he still 

served his sentence in prison. 

 

Anders is convicted for murder. He has never had a family supporting him; he was left by his 

mother when he was ten years old.  He has been to institutions from a young age and has had 

several prison sentences before. His first burglary was committed at the age of 6. He has always 

been spiritual as a person, listening to his inner voice. He applied to the monastery because staff 

encouraged him to. He is still serving his sentence in prison. 

 

Jakob is the oldest participant in this research and are sentenced for murder. He has never 

committed any offence before and his family has always supported him. He is well educated and 

has been working all is life. Religion has never been part of his life. He has enjoyed silence but life 
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has been too busy to get involved in anything spiritual. Staff encouraged him to apply to the 

monastery. He was located in a quiet section of the prison, so he was in no need for quietness. He 

was curious about a new dimension of life though. He is still serving his sentence in prison. 

 

Benny is in his forties and he was convicted for a drug offence. He has never been involved in 

anything spiritual or religious before his contact with the monastery. Personal development has 

always interested him, and after some time in prison he realized a need for change in his life. He 

applied to the monastery because he needed a break, and he heard the breakfast was good at the 

monastery. He is now released from prison.  

 

Frank is in his forties and he has been in and out of prison since he was twenty, the last offence he 

was convicted for was violent crime. He has always had the support of his mother and today he 

lives with his girlfriend, is sober and has a good job. He has never had any interest within the 

spiritual realm. He applied to the monastery with the help of a motivator when he was in custody. 

His life was than a disaster and he realized he needed a huge change. The only one he could turn to 

was God and he prayed an honest prayer to God for the first time. He remembers he fell asleep 

while he prayed. After that night his life changed to the positive he says.  

 

4.3 Interviews 

Five individual interviews were made. They were all made in Swedish, the native language of the 

participants. The relevant material was later translated to English. Three interviews took place at 

various prison institutions and two were made with participants released from prison and took place 

in a home environment and at a cafe. Since the prisoners themselves agreed to participate in the 

research, authorization for a visit at the prisons was not complicated. The security routine that is 

necessary took time and arrangement had to be made in advance for an appointment at the prisons. 

 

Five separate interviews were conducted. The participants were interviewed once, and they all 

agreed to be contacted if questions would arise after the interviews had been conducted. 

Undersigned and the participant were the only ones present during the actual interview. The 

interviews lasted between 45 and 90 minutes and took place in December 2010. They were recorded 

and later transcribed in detail. 

The interviews followed a structured, open-ended guide with prepared topics divided into different 

themes, relevant for the aim of the research. This to be able to gather comparable data from the 
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participants. Each interview began talking about their experiences with family, religion and crime 

while growing up. They were asked about how to cope with incarceration/daily life and if they seen 

any change after participation in the 30-days retreat. Other areas looked at during the interview 

were: dealing with emotions, changes in behavior, relationships, meaning of life, view of the future 

and a new direction of life. Focus during the interviews was whether or not a changed had taken 

place, within specific areas. They also summarized their experiences at the monastery with three 

words. 

 

4.4 Analysis Methodology 

The interview material was transcribed and factual information about the participants was changed 

to secure anonymity. The participants were unidentified and got new names: Robert, Anders, Jakob, 

Benny and Frank. To compare the answers from the participants, the relevant statements in the 

interviews were sorted out into relevant themes, and were shortened through meaning condensation. 

Kvale (2007) explains meaning condensation as a method to shorten long statements to become 

shorter- to limit the text. Differences and similarities has that been summarized and later been 

linked to previous research within the field which were presented earlier in the research.  

 

4.5 Ethical Consideration 

While planning and conducting this research the ethical guideline from the Swedish Research 

Council concerning the human and social sciences has been used. The participants were informed 

about the nature, duration and purpose of the study. They were also informed about their right to 

withdraw at any time. Informed consent was obtained as well as informed decisions. The personal 

data has been handled with confidentiality and the participants were promised anonymity in the 

finished report. The data has been coded and treated with confidentiality and only used for scientific 

purposes (Jupp, Davies & Francis, 2000; Strydom et al. 2002; www.codex.vr.se). 

 

http://www.codex.vr.se/
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5 RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

 

This chapter presents the results from the interviews. The material is divided into various areas 

connected to previous research and the interview guide. 

 

5.1 Words Describing the Experience at the Monastery 

At the beginning of the interview the participants were asked to choose three words describing what 

the retreat at the monastery has meant to them - negative or positive. Following words were chosen: 

transformation, development, room to breathe, instructive, peace, ”new approach to life”, silence, 

awareness, insight, ”empathy training”, trust, safety and hopefulness. 

 

The words from the participants show intrinsic experiences from the monastery retreat. A majority 

of the words chosen are connected to the inner life and personal development of the participants. 

What happens at the monastery happens within, according to the words chosen. Högerås (2004) and 

Nordström (2007) also made studies at the monastery where the result showed changes within the 

participants. They learnt to trust themselves and to have a positive attitude towards themselves. 

International research also shows that religion gives prisoners peace and freedom in mind (Clear et 

al. 2000). Words from the prisoners connected to extrinsic experiences could be safety and room to 

breathe. Some of the participants found it safe to be at the monastery and they got time to relax and 

think about life without being disturbed.  

 

 

5.2 Coping Strategies and Meaningfulness in Daily Life 

Religion can be of help when looking at coping strategies during the incarceration and finding a 

meaning while serving the sentence (Clear et al. 2000). Whether the participants has found a 

meaning with their daily life-with the help of the monastery - will be presented next.  

 

5.2.1 Meaning 

Participants were asked if the time at the monastery changed their view of the incarceration, the 

answers varied. Some of them say that the time at the monastery has helped them deal with their 

incarceration positively. They have learnt to accept the incarceration and started to use the time 

more constructive; to focus on others and not themselves. Anders has got a new mission after the 

retreat: to help others within the prison walls. He did not do that before. The retreat has impacted 
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the prisoners very individually. Jakob has started to accept the incarceration and found a meaning 

with it: 

 

”What I come to think of is that it has been something good being in prison. Before I could only think of the time in 

prison as something meaningless, a waste of time, destructive time of my life. The time at the monastery has helped me 

to accept that I had to be incarcerated and that has helped me”.  

 

Previous research by Clear et al. (2000) showed that religion within the prison environment helped 

the prisoners to have peace within and trust in a God and therefore be calm within. Instead of 

focusing on the incarceration it shifted to look at the walk with God. This can be seen in a statement 

made by Benny: 

 

”I can still remember the feeling of being incarcerated with a big cup of tea, and I felt happy despite the incarceration. 

It was awesome. There grew up a feeling of security within me, and a joy and happiness even though I was 

incarcerated”. 

 

From the statements made by the prisoners it is evident that the retreat has helped them in finding a 

meaning with their incarceration. This might have happened even if they did not participate in the 

retreat, but the retreat could have been a katalysator for this process. The knowledge the participants 

have learnt from the retreat such as peace with God and taking care of others could have been given 

to them through services at the prisons. To find a meaning with the incarceration might be possible 

to achieve through other actives arranged by Correctional Services. However thirty days within the 

prison walls is a long time for a retreat and you have time to evaluate your life. 

 

5.2.2 Emotions 

According to a majority of the participants, the prison is a very cold and rule-based environment. 

Feelings are best not to be shown to be able to survive within the prison environment; therefore 

most prisoners never show any emotions. Jakob explains it: 

 

”You need to strip away emotions in order to survive, it is a survival strategy. Correctional Services does not seem to 

understand that the environment in prison is destructive because no one trusts anyone. Prisoners do not trust each 

other, staff does not trust prisoners, staff does not trust each other, and there is always a sense of no trust. It is terrible 

to live in such environment. When you come to the monastery, it is a small department, limited staff and it becomes 

intimate somehow. You do not have any private things that could be stolen. No decisions to take. Somehow you feel you 

can trust anyone there, you grow into a trust. Through this trust you can be yourself and be relaxed. You need the trust 

to be able to enjoy the silence and get insight through the spiritual exercises. When the monastery program works 
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perfectly, there are hundred percent trusts. To be in this environment for 30 days, makes you grow as a person and you 

have time to change. The prison environment is the complete opposite”.  

 

The environment at the monastery compared to the actual prison is totally different according to a 

majority of the participants. To be able to show emotions you need to feel safe, the monastery is a 

place for that according to all the participants. They have learnt to express and handle their 

emotions better at the monastery. Anders explains that he finally has dared to open up his feelings, 

and because of that he has become calmer and experience more peace within: 

 

”I have always known who I am, but there (at the monastery) I got a completely different understanding of who I am. 

Whom all the emotions are. I often close those doors, but now I got to open them. So it makes me able to handle 

emotions in a new way, such as grief, anger and all that.  Often you close those doors, but now I can have them 

completely open”.  

 

He continues:  

”You get to throw away garbage in your closet. Clean every room you have. It is very good. And you get to let go of 

many things, like sorrow, anger and all that”.  

 

The spiritual exercises where the prisoners put themselves in various Bible stories have helped most 

participants in their development of their emotions. The stories and the silent community make the 

monastery a safe place where one dares to look at past mistakes in life and to open up for emotions. 

Many of the prisoners have made things they regret in their lives; to deal with it can be very hard. 

One prisoner explains that it is easier to sit in isolation if you do not want to deal with your past life. 

In isolation you have television and radio; at the monastery you are alone with your thoughts.       

The exercise used at the monastery is for example the famous parable of the lost son. The prisoner 

gets involved in the story or is a passive spectator. Through these stories you confront your own life 

and what you did. Benny tries to explain the exercises:  

 

”The exercises is somehow very simple, despite of that they can change your life. They have been used a couple of 

hundred years and it seems to work. When you look at the exercises you wonder why they can do that much to you. But I 

guess along with prayer, silence and this environment, and even more important, to live together like we do.......I know 

that you sit in the cell next to me and struggle with your life with the help of the exercise. I do not care what you did in 

your life, but you struggle just like me. This is a huge emotional support. In the morning when you get up you see each 

other and you smile. There is a fellowship in silence and it is of great significance”. 
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A majority of the participants have experienced a change in how they deal with emotions. When 

angry feelings arise they have learnt to calm down, go into their cell or just leave the situation and 

take care of it later when the feelings have subsided. The study mentioned before by Kerley & 

Copes (2009), showed that religion helped the prisoners to deal with negative emotions. The result 

in this study shows the same result. The time at the monastery has helped a majority of the 

participants to deal with negative emotions. Jakob explains that he has learnt to deal with emotions 

within, even if he never has been an aggressive person before in his life. Despite of this you can 

walk around and carry something within. He has learnt to put things aside more quickly. The 

prisoners say that that the Biblical stories help them to open up for emotions and deal with their 

previous life. Whether it is the spiritual influence at the monastery that helps the prisoner to 

experience this change or if just the long time at the monastery and positive relationships make this 

change would be interesting to study. 

 

5.2.3 View Towards the Offence 

When asking the participants about the offence they have committed and if their view of their crime 

has changed, the answers are varied. Two of the participants have always been negative towards 

their offence. Robert says he has a more humble approach towards his offence today and towards 

the family that were affected. He is even considering contacting them when he has served his 

sentence, if they want to talk. Before the monastery he had a tougher attitude towards the crime. He 

made plans on how to deal with the family after release. When undersigned asks Robert how this 

change has taken place in his life, the answer is: 

 

”At first it was a very personal change, but into that comes also my belief in God. It is about being able to accept things 

as they are without having to change them or criticize them or something like that. So it has to do with my faith. Any 

change has to do with that really”. 

 

Benny on the other hand enjoyed his life at the time when he got caught and he thought he had the 

right to commit the crimes he did. After some time in the prison and at the retreat he started to 

reevaluate his past life and take responsibility for his crime, instead of saying it was bad luck to get 

caught. His view of the crime changed completely and he stopped thinking about crimes he planned 

to do after release. He also reconciled with other immoral things he did in his life, such as adultery. 

 

Anders, who also is convicted for murder does not regret what he did. He still thinks he made the 

right choice, because he had to protect the honor of his family. The retreat has not changed his view 
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on the offence at all. It is interesting to see that both Benny and Robert has taken responsibility for 

their crime and changed their view of their offence. They are also serious about the change that has 

taken place in their lives. Anders still thinks the offence he committed was inevitable and does not 

change his view on this matter. The retreat at the monastery did not change his view of taking 

another person´s life. There is no research to be found within the area of the view of the offence to 

be able to compare the result.  

 

5.2.4 Negative Experience 

When talking about the monastery concept there is no one who talks badly or negatively about it. 

The response is that all people should experience a retreat; turn off everything around and just be 

with you for a while- Without all the stress. Because of this undersigned asks if there is anything 

negative to mention about the monastery and the retreats. Robert admits that things in life have 

become more complicated after the retreat: 

 

”Messed up in my mind.....hehe, that is what it did to me. It has become more difficult to deal with certain things. It has. 

Before I was less emotional you could say. I defended myself from all kinds of emotions. I did not allow myself to feel 

anything, not feeling sad or anything. I had intellectual answers to everything. Less insensitive. Life is more emotionally 

difficult today, but I do not see that as something negative, I do not. So, you get a richer life. Before it was an empty life. 

One could say I have made an inner journey”. 

 

Benny looks at the monastery experience from his point of view. Before prison he was involved in a 

motorcycle club which had a huge role in his life. After the retreat he can see tendencies to let 

religion and the retreat experience take over in his life. He needs to have a healthy balance in his 

life and be aware of this aspect. Previous research shows that religion can be a replacement for a 

previous criminal lifestyle (Clear et al. 2000). Benny explains in the interview:  

 

”The negative could be going from one brotherhood to the next, from a motorcycle club, a gang or something. That you 

flee from reality and yourself into this brotherhood. Even if the purpose is good, it is still an escape from the real self.  

Given the personality I have, maybe I am a negative risk. So I try to be aware of that. Weather you meet a women that 

love you; there is a risk that it will be too much. There is a risk it becomes unhealthy”.  

 

He admits that he sometimes thinks too much about values and choices in life. Clear et al. (2000) 

has seen a connection between religion and depression and Benny has tendencies in his life towards 

this. Depression could be connected with thinking too much and trying to live a flawless life. 

Religion could show him a way to live life that could be unattainable. Benny´s ”brothers” 
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sometimes adjusts his thoughts, so it is important for him to meet and talk to them. He gives an 

example: 

 

”If I for example am shoveling snow in my yard and someone asks me why I do it. Is it because I want to? to be nice to 

the neighbors? If I just shoveling in front of my own garage, then I have to explain why I did not shovel in front of my 

old neighbors’! It feels good to have made this change in my life, but in the same time I find it hard to have made this 

change”. 

 

5.2.5 Important Experiences at the Monastery 

Undersigned asked if the participants had any specific and important experience they would like to 

share from the monastery. Benny discovered that he was a good person and could be himself and 

not think about what other people thought about him. Anders had an experience where he almost 

cried. Last time he cried was as a child. Anders explains in the interview: 

 

”I was about to cry there once. And I felt...wow....What is this? I got tears in my eyes, and thought: what is this? It was 

right before I was going to talk to Truls. I told him that I almost started to cry. He said simply: hm. I said I did not know 

why. He said: That is good, good. He was happy. I just sat there and was thinking about all the stories from the Bible. 

Then I just felt this. It was much unexpected. ….it was almost a little chock to me”. 

 

Robert had a more spiritual experience that was important to him:  

”When I took the words in my mouth for the first time and was able to say that I believed in God”. 

 

Jakob on the other hand could not remember any specific experience that had been of great 

importance in his life, he experienced more of a positive process in his life. These experiences show 

again that the retreat has met the needs of the prisoners on a very individual level. It is not possible 

to predict how the retreat will affect the prisoners, because it is very personal.  

 

5.3 Relationships 

The participants were asked if any change had taken place in their lives when looking at 

relationships, such as; friends, family and prison staff. Their view of themselves was also taken into 

consideration. Previous research has shown that a prisoner who has started to be serious about God 

also has started to care for other people and their relationships (O´Connor & Perryclear, 2002). 
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5.3.1 View of Themselves 

Through the interview it is clear that some of the participants had a very negative view on 

themselves before attending the retreat. After the retreat at the monastery this has changed. The 

exercises and positive atmosphere at the monastery had given them a new brighter self-image. 

According to previous research (Clear et al. 1992, 2000) religion many times open up doors to 

receive forgiveness and atonement. This can be seen in Frank’s life. He judged himself very hard 

for the crime he committed. His only hope to get his life in order was to turn to God. Therefore he 

applied to the monastery. At the monastery he got in contact with reconciliation: 

 

”I had to fill myself with that, to be able to understand that I am not the crime that I have committed. I am actually not 

the crime I have committed, even though I did it. I have always blamed things in the past, people who did things and 

said things. Today I do not do that. I have changed”. ”I came in contact with certain things about myself, the keyword I 

see for myself is: reconciliation with myself”.  

 

The change Frank has experienced at the monastery has helped him in his relationships. Later in the 

interview he continues:  

 

”I have become more humble in a relationship. I can ask for forgiveness and understand that it is not only me who 

decide and knows best. It is not always you who are wrong, it could be me. To show yourself weak in a relationship and 

show yourself with faults and shortcomings. If problems arise in a relationship I usually slammed the door and left. 

Today I sit down and talk, sometimes cry. I have learnt to show myself weak in a relationship. I have learnt humility in 

my relationships”.  

 

Benny started to understand that he was a human being that had something of goodness within him. 

He had always seen himself as an evil and bad person. The peaceful environment created calmness 

within, so he could relax and just be himself and not judge others:  

 

”Being able to...eh....actually somehow, dare to be myself. And there comes the word ”trust” into it as well, that....and 

that I did not have to judge myself, and not be either condemned or judged by anyone else. It was,....for it has too much 

imbued me as a person throughout life, that I have been very careful to fit in. And this was the first time I felt I could be 

true towards myself, but also towards other people. I did not have to be afraid of how I behaved, why I chose the way I 

did, I could just be me”. 

 

Being able to have good relationships with family and friends is much easier if you accept yourself 

and have a healthy self-image. Through the interviews it is evident that a positive self-image has 

developed with the help of the retreat at the monastery. Research made by Kerley & Copes (2008) 
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shows that religion motivated the prisoners to create a new positive self-image. If the retreat at the 

monastery helps prisoners to develop a healthy self-image, that could be the start of new healthy 

relationships. Could it be that our prison system never gives prisoners the opportunity to change and 

regret their past mistakes? Do they have to attend a thirty days long retreat to be able to see that 

they are not the crime they have committed?  

 

5.3.2 The Surrounding Network; Family and Friends 

One of the questions in the interview was looking at changes in the relationship with the close 

family. Previous research has shown that a positive change has taken place in relationships with 

loved ones in connection with religion (Kerley & Copes, 2008). A majority of the prisoners had a 

good relationship with their family before committing the crime. However, the time at the 

monastery has changed them, therefore also their relationships. It is mostly from the family’s view 

the change can be seen according to the participants: Benny has always had a good relationship with 

his children and his mother. His mother´s new family has seen a huge positive change in his life 

though. They say he is more calm and caring. Before he was depressed and in a bad mood. He 

admits he was not a nice person before, because he was not satisfied. He has tried to talk more 

emotions with his mother and father after the retreat, and showed them more love: 

 

”We have never talked about emotions before and that has irritated me and I have judged them because they did not 

give me unconditional love. I think I have blamed them for that my whole life”.  

 

Frank has always had a good relationship with his mother as well and the biggest change in his life 

is to see his mother so happy: 

 

”The biggest change is probably that my mother has gotten her son back; she has suffered a lot through the years. And 

that is a huge change. She still does not believe it from time to time. The time at the monastery has helped me not to 

escape into a world of drugs. And that is something that has grown stronger through the monastic period.” 

 

Jakob has a good relationship with his family and friends and also to the family of the victim. There 

are no hard feelings or desire for revenge. He has gotten a new view of people and the entire society 

and this is something his family has noticed. He explains that they look at him with a little smile as 

he has become religious. He does not consider himself as religious, but he is talking in those terms. 

His family finds that amusing, but they accept it. The relationship with his family has become more 

superficial because of his changed view of life. He can not talk to his family and friends about his 
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new experiences. He has changed a lot:  

 

”They have an intellectual way of looking at spirituality and religion. The time at the monastery has given me a new 

view of people and the entire society. I have gotten a new insight and I can not talk to my family and friends about 

this”. 

 

Even though most of the relationships with loved ones seemed to be okay before the incarceration 

there has been a change. The prisoners have probably gotten a new self-image and therefore they 

impact their loved ones differently, mostly positively. The inner journey the prisoners have 

experienced is probably difficult for any outsider to understand. Therefore it is understandable that 

the prisoners prefer talking about their experiences with those who understand them, mostly the 

”brothers” from the monastery.  

 

5.3.3 Connecting With Positive Others- Religious Others 

Surrounding yourself with people who influence you in the right direction is important to ”keep 

your mind right” according to previous research made my Kerley & Copes (2008). A majority of 

the participants think it is important to meet ”religious others”. Benny continues to be part of the 

monastery life on the ”outside”. He meets brothers who also have participated in the retreat. 

 

”We have conversations where we are pretty hard on ourselves where we search our hearts. We do this because we do 

not want to do wrong in our lives and that is why we question each other’s lives. Sometimes I think too much for 

example and my friends tell me not to. I have a tendency to worry too much”. 

 

Frank also meets the ”brothers” on the ”outside” but does not attend any congregation. Jakob visits 

monasteries and reads a lot of Philosophic books. Robert on the other hand calls himself a Christian 

after the retreat and has started to pray: 

 

”Well, something that helped me on a personal level, spiritually, is that I could never say prayers before. I have been 

critical about it before. But today I do it, not every day, but once or twice a week. I attend services every Sunday as 

well. As long as the prayers mean something to me I will continue. They help me to keep my values alive, things that I 

will treasure in the future”. 

 

According to the study made by Byron et al. (1997), the more involved prisoners are in religious 

activities, less likely they are to recidivism. When looking at the participants involvement in 

religious activities, it is obvious that almost all of them are involved in religious activities or 
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meeting the”brothers” from the monastery. Anders differs from the rest of the group, he says he has 

always been spiritual, and still is. He does not think it is important to meet ”religious others” and he 

still has infractions once in a while. 

 

5.3.4 Prison Staff 

Most prisoners have a negative attitude towards the staff at a prison. If you have a good relationship 

with the staff other prisoners think you gossip. Despite this a few of the participants has always had 

a good relationship with the staff at the prisons, both before and after the retreat. Robert has 

changed his attitude towards the staff though: 

 

”It is okay for the first time. Laugh. Before it was ”us” (prisoners) against them (staff). You did not talk at all to the 

staff; if you do prisoners can think you gossip. They do not know what you might say to the staff”. 

 

Anders has a stricter attitude towards the staff though. He only talks to them when he needs 

medicine or post and this has not changed after the retreat: 

 

”I do not socialize with the staff. They are not my friends. They have the wrong clothes”. 

 

5.3.5 Relationship to Other Prisoners and Infractions 

Lots of research is made within the area of religion and infractions, with inconsistent results 

(O´Connor & Perryclear, 2002; Thomas & Zaitzow, 2006). The context can be of importance when 

looking at infractions and also the level of involvement in religious activities. One of the 

participants- Robert- in this study has behaved perfectly after the retreat according to himself. 

Beforehand he had lots of reports because of conflicts and negligence. Anders on the other hand has 

not seen any difference when it comes to behavior within the prison. He still has some reports once 

in a while. Benny did not have any greater changes in his behavior, most things changed on his 

inside while at the monastery. Jakob has always avoided conflicts; therefore he does not see any 

change in his behavior. Frank was always in conflicts while under the influence of drugs. He has 

been sober for many years now, and therefore his conflicts are almost nonexistent. The connection 

between religion and infractions in this study showed inconsistent results, just like previous studies. 

However, previous results shows that the more involved the offenders were in religious programs, 

less likely they were to reoffend (Sumter, 1999). All participants meets religious others, but as 

mentioned before is Anders not associating with religious others and still has infractions once in a 

while. In a study by Kerley & Copes (2008) it shows that prisoners avoid people who give them 
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trouble after religious involvement. Anders explains that he has started to avoid trouble after the 

retreat. Maybe this is a step in the right direction in Anders´s life. He explains from the interview: 

 

”I avoid some people because I can feel things will not be so good if I talk to them. Even if I try. I always do the best I 

can, and I always great them in the morning and evening to show respect. I did not do that before, if you saw me before 

you turned around in the corridor.  You could not come close to me, because then you would be in trouble. I am 

thinking differently, I do”. 

 

Robert wants to cut down all areas that could be of problem in his life. His relationships within the 

prison therefore became less after the retreat: 

 

”I even wrote letters to some people and said that, unfortunately, this is the last letter you get from me. I am not going 

to care for the friendship I had before. I will think about myself and my future”. 

 

Within the prison environment a prisoner is often known by his friends. Friendship within prison is 

complicated. A friend is someone you will stand with in the face of trouble, it is connected with 

obligations. Therefore Robert decided to mind his own business, to focus on his own future. This 

was a decision he made while at the retreat at the monastery. 

 

A few of the prisoners has not made any changes in connection to other prisoners, their relationship 

with others has always been good. However the prisoners who needed a change actually did change 

in various levels. The retreat at the monastery seems to give the prisoners time to think over their 

life and actually make decisions on how to deal with problems that occur. The spiritual exercises 

might be a useful tool to help the prisoners with these coping strategies. 

 

5.4 Finding a New Way of Life and Vision of the Future 

One of the main themes throughout the interviews is that the monastery experience has changed the 

participant’s lives in a new direction. Many times religion open up for a new and better life 

according to previous research (Clear et al. 2000). All of the participants are defining themselves as 

either spiritual or Christian after the retreat. Only one has seen himself as spiritual both before and 

after the retreat. Robert says that he definitely has seen a huge change in his life. He does not refer 

to himself as Christian, but his friends define him as one. He does pick up his values and moral 

from the Bible. Benny was before his conviction involved in a Motor Cycle gang and his life was 

influenced by the biker lifestyle. While serving his sentence and being part of the retreat his values 
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changed. He became morally correct, almost to the extreme. His family thinks he has become an 

extremist, but they did not know everything about his past life in the biker world he explains: 

 

”Parts of the life I had before did my family not know about, they did not know how bad it actually was. They sometimes 

say my life was never that bad. I could go back to my old life, except for joining the motorcycle club again. However, 

this monastery did not just remove the external things in my life so to speak. To leave the prison, get out and not commit 

crime again, does not mean you have become free from you illness. You have to get within yourself. You should not do 

any stupidity anymore. I am almost like a moral lady today, I do not cheat on taxes, and does not drive too fast, always 

buckle up. I am trying to be flawless”. 

 

He is worried that the values from the monastery will take over his life completely as compensation 

from his earlier biker lifestyle, since he is a person who invests one hundred percent in all he does. 

His life has changed completely and it is important for him to live a flawless life in everything he 

does. Why this change has taken place is hard for Benny to explain. He says that there was some 

kind of kindness at the monastery that came over him during the first week: 

 

”I do not really know. But already during the first week something came over me. An insight that made me feels wow- I 

am a really nice person. I am a good person. There is, I will not say only goodness within me, but there is goodness 

within me. Remove everything else and live out your goodness”. 

 

Benny reads from the Bible and he prays every day, he did not do that before. He describes his 

change: 

 

”Sometimes though I get an answer to a prayer and a week ago I felt an enormous presence as I sat and prayed and 

meditated. It was an amazing experience; I do not know what it was. An intense feeling of presence, I did not feel like I 

was alone, even though I was. Given what I practice and what I believe it looks like I am a christian. But I do not call 

myself a christian, but I do not deny it either. I believe in a God and I practice the christian rituals”. 

 

Frank says that a huge change has taken place in his life since the first time he prayed a prayer to 

God. He believes in a God, and does not doubt anymore. The change in his life has made him more 

relaxed. He had a fast life before, without patience. If he wanted something he got it, illegally if 

necessary. Through the monastery he has learnt to take it easy and trust in God. Things will come 

when he is ready for it. Once a week he goes to a private place to take care of himself. He turns off 

the television and telephone to have peace, quiet and do meditation. That is a tool he would like to 

have more of in his life.  
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Jakob has not changed that much, his life has been more open to the spiritual realm though. He 

believes there is some kind of power that is difficult to define out there, maybe an electromagnetic 

radiation like a God in everything. He does not define himself as Christian. 

Anders does not think his life has changed. He has come closer to his feelings though and dared to 

open up more on how he feels. He was spiritual before he took part of the monastery program and 

he has not changed. He is being influenced by all religions and has always known there is a creating 

power out there somewhere. 

 When asking questions about the future it is obvious that the length of sentence and whether the 

prisoner is released or not affects the answer. Overall the participants have a bright and positive 

view of the future. Since Robert participated in the retreat he has had excellent behavior. The 

changed attitude in his life has helped him to do better in prison, and therefore a chance for a 

brighter future after release. Jakob did not look at the future very brightly at first. He could not see a 

life after prison. With the help of the monastery, the ravage of time and the parole he has a very 

positive and bright view of the future. He does not worry that much because he does not need to 

find a job and he does not have any debts to pay. 

 Frank explains his new view of the future: 

 ”I have understood that things not always turn out the way you think. But it will be okay. Almost better than what you 

think. And it is good it is not me that is controlling this boat so to speak. I have put it in somebody else’s hands. And it is 

all about letting go of things. That is my biggest problem. My biggest conflict is that I do not dare to trust. Trust fully on 

God in all my circumstances. That I want to do it my own way, and it makes the road more difficult. I do not want to 

judge myself too hard for not trusting God”. 

Anders on the other hand does not think about the future at all, he has a long sentence left to serve 

within the prison walls. He does not believe there is a higher power helping him and he is choosing 

his own destiny. He is trying to think positive that things will work out. If a problem occurs he has 

to crawl over it somehow. 

A majority of the prisoners have seen a huge change in their life after attending the retreat at the 

monastery. They have opened their minds towards a God or ”a creating power”, and some has seen 

this ”power” make a difference in their lives. They have also started to live a life that is morally 

correct according to them. If not the life has taken a huge turn the prisoner has been a little bit more 
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open to the spiritual realm though. Anders however does not think his life has changed at all; he 

was spiritual even before the retreat. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

 

 The primary purpose of this study was to investigate how attendance in a 30-days spiritual retreat at 

the monastery in the prison of Kumla, affected male prisoners coping strategies in everyday life. 

Five individual interviews were conducted and various areas within their lives were included in the 

interview questions which followed a structured, open-ended guide. A short summary of the 

participants and their development in life will now be presented. 

Robert still serves his sentence in prison and his life has changed in various areas. After the retreat 

he only socializes with prisoners who influence him positively, because he wants to live a life with 

good values. He does not have any infractions anymore because he has learnt how to handle his 

emotions according to himself. He has also changed his view towards the offence and would like to 

talk to the ones affected by his offence. He has a positive view of the future because he has gotten a 

better character and also a better relationship with his family. His life “is richer” today, because he 

has more emotions involved in his life. He explains that he has made an inner journey. He believes 

in God and has started to pray because it helps to keep his values alive. He also attends church 

every Sunday. 

Anders still serves his sentence in prison. His view of life has not changed according to himself; he 

was spiritual before the retreat and still is. He has become a calmer person after the retreat but has 

infractions once in a while, but he tries to avoid them. His view of the offence has not changed; he 

still thinks it was the right thing to commit the crime. The retreat has helped him to open up for 

emotions which he never did before. He has also started to help and care for other prisoners within 

the walls. 

Jakob is still serving his sentence in prison. He has learnt to put things aside much faster and does 

not carry a lot of things within anymore. He has also found a meaning with the incarceration after 

the retreat and seen that it was good for him. His relationships with his family have become more 

superficial because they see him as a religious man and find it to be funny. He will continue to visit 

monasteries in the future, but he is not religious. 

Benny explains that the time he spent at the monastery started many processes in his life. Before he 

looked for trouble, today he avoids them. He started to take responsibility for his actions in his 

private life and the crime he had committed. Benny is today released and he has become a more 
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positive person and has a better relationship with his family. He knows himself better and dares to 

be himself. He believes there is a God and he attends services regularly. Today he tries to live a 

flawless life in everything he does. This can sometimes give him trouble since he thinks about it too 

much. 

The biggest change in Frank´s life after the retreat was that he reconciled with himself and stopped 

looking negatively at himself. He is now released and has a positive view of the future. He believes 

there is a God and he thinks prayers have helped him to a better life. He is today sober and has a 

job. He lives in a relationship and his mother has gotten her son back. 

The result shows that the prisoner’s lives have changed positively, in various levels and areas of 

their lives. There is no doubt the monastery experience has contributed to the Correctional Services 

Core vision: ”Better Out”. The questions to be answered in this study were:  

 

- How has attendance in spiritual retreat helped prisoners to cope and find meaningfulness in their 

   daily life? (Such as; meaning, emotions, view toward the offence and negative/important 

   experience during the retreat).  

- How has attendance in spiritual retreat influenced prisoner’s relationships? 

- How has attendance in spiritual retreat affected prisoner´s vision of the future and direction of 

   life? 

 

The finding in this study mostly shows intrinsic changes within the participants after attending the 

spiritual retreat, most of the changes happend within. Previous research made by Nordström (2007 

and Högerås (2004) showed the same result. The thirty days within the monastery focuses on the 

prisoners inner lives, so it is not a surprising result.  However this research went further than 

previous studies, because there are other areas as well being affected by the monastery experience.   

When looking at coping within the prisoners lives, the result shows that the monastery has helped 

prisoners to find a meaning with their incarceration. It has also helped them to find a new focus in 

life, such as helping others or actually focus on their own development. Previous research shows 

that religion usually helps prisoners to find a meaning in life during incarceration (Clear, et al. 

2000). Many of the participants also said that the retreat has given them peace in mind because they 

have started to believe in a God who cares about them and their lives. This can also be seen in 

previous research by Clear et al. (2000). This is however difficult to measure. All prisoners have 
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experienced a change in connection with emotions. They have learnt to handle negative emotions 

better and one of the participants has learnt to open up for his emotions. The monastery is a safe 

environment where they dare to open up for emotions within. This has resulted in less infractions 

and avoidance of trouble. This result can also be found in previous research made by Kerley & 

Copes (2008). Some of the prisoners have regretted committing the offence they have been charged 

for, but one of them does not regret his offence. Some of the prisoners has reconciled with 

themselves and gotten a healthy self- image back. This has resulted in better relationships with 

family and close ones. Their deep involvement in the spiritual part of the monastery has made some 

relationships more superficial though. Most of the prisoners have experienced a changed direction 

in life within the spiritual realm. Many of them did not have a connection with anything spiritual or 

religious before but have now started to call themselves spiritual or Christian. Some of the prisoners 

think that is the reason for changes in other areas of their lives. Religion can open up for a new and 

better live according to a study made by Clear et al. (2000).  There are also negative experiences as 

a result of the retreat in the monastery. One of the prisoners is worried that the new spiritual world 

will take over in his life as compensation to his earlier biker lifestyle. He also sees the tendencies to 

be thinking too much and trying to live the perfect flawless life, which is hard to achieve. When 

conducting a qualitative study with a non- random sample, it is important not to generalize the 

result for every prisoner.  

This study suffers from a number of shortcomings. The participants were not chosen in any 

representative or systematic way. The contact persons who helped to find participants for this study   

have a positive experience of the monastery program; therefore it might be positive prisoners that 

ended up in this research. A quantitative study would have been a great supplement to this 

qualitative study as well as interviews with the staff at the monastery. This was however not 

possible. The material could have been analyzed by a second part, this was however not possible, 

because of the time consuming work. 

A comparable study with other programs arranged by Correctional Services would be of interest for 

future research. Programs with the same conditions as the monastery retreat. Such a study could 

make it clearer if it is the spiritual/religious part of the monastery that contributes to the positive 

result of this study. Could it be the length of time, the safe environment and positive relationships in 

the monastery that contributes to the result in this study? The retreat is not forced onto the prisoners 

by the Correctional Services as many other programs by the correctional services, that could be a 

reason for this positive result as well. 
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The results in this research show a positive result in various areas of the prisoner’s lives, after 

attending the spiritual retreat at the monastery in Kumla. It would be of great value if future 

research would look at the cause for this change, preferably as a longitudinal study with a higher 

amount of participants. The result is important because it shows that programs like the spiritual 

retreat impacts prisoner´s lives in a positive direction and starts a process on an individual level. 

People who have been defined by society as ”mission impossible”, has changed in a positive 

direction and correctional Services motto “Better Out” has been achieved.   
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Email Correspondance     APPENDIX 1 

marie.molin@kriminalvarden.se. 2011.03.24. 

Statistik för Klostret  

* 113 st har genomfört 30-dagarsretreat  

* 426 st har genomfört kortretreat  

* Under ett år har klostret ca 23 retreater, vilket innebär 161 retreatdeltagare.  

* Av de 23 retreaterna är 8 kortretreater och två 30-dagarsretreater. 
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APPENDIX 2 
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INTERVJU GUIDE     APPENDIX 3 

A)  Skulle du vilja börja med att berätta lite om dig själv? (Ålder, brott, straff, uppväxt) 

B) Förklara hur det kom sig att du sökte dig till klostret i Kumla.- Var du engagerad i något 

  religiöst/andligt innan din fängelsetid? 

C)  Tre ord som du associerar med klostret (posit. eller neg.). Utveckla gärna dessa tre ord. 

 

COPING 

- Har tiden på klostret hjälpt dig att hantera din vardag? På vilket sätt? 

- Hur ser du på din hantering av känslor? 

MENINGSFULLHET 

- Har tiden på klostret påverkat din syn på ditt brott? Din fängelsevistelse? 

- Försoning med dig själv? Gud? Högre makt? 

- På vilket sätt? 

RELATIONER 

- Har tiden på klostret påverkat dina sociala relationer? På fängelset? Med familj? Personal 

på fängelset? Synen på dig själv? 

- På vilket sätt? 

FRAMTIDEN 

- Har din syn på framtiden förändrats? På vilket sätt? 
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KONFLIKTER 

- Har det skett någon förändring i hur du hanterar konflikter? På fängelset? Med familj? 

Personal på fängelset? På vilket sätt? 

NY INRIKTNING I LIVET? 

- Besöker du någon religiös plats efter retreaten? Berätta. 

- Har du fått en tro på något? 

- Hur stor del har det fått av ditt liv? 

- Någon speciell händelse du vill dela med dig av från klostret? 

ÖVRIGT 

- Finns det något negativt med klostret? På vilket sätt? 

- Något du vill tillägga? 

 


